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Building Typology
The Building Types described in this section of the Design Manual
will make up the predominant character of Nansledan. The list is
not exhaustive but is intended rather to ensure that the background
character of Nansledan is clear and consistent, creating better
more coherent and beautiful public realm where buildings sit more
comfortably together, and a distinctive sense of place. Further
guidance may be found within the Newquay Pattern Book in
Appendix 2.
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House Types

Villas
Villas are larger detached and semi detached dwellings and are 2 - 3
stories high. They will tend to have relatively high style architecture
with more elaborate exterior detail, higher ground floors, elaborate
cornice eaves and doorcases, and possibly bay windows and/or
verandas. Where elaborate cornice eaves are used, the gutter should
match the colour of the cornice to enable it to read properly as an
integral part of the decorative detail. Their ground floor will tend to
be 300 higher than normal to create an appropriate sense of scale
along the more main routes or significant landscape features where
they will tend to be found. They will have relatively large windows
and may have fan-lights over the front doors. The roofs of Villas
are often lower in pitch than those of other dwelling types, covered
with a larger gauge slate with undiminished coursing. The chimneys
of villas will often be more high style than other building types to
reflect their higher architectural ambition.
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Double Fronted Houses
Double Fronted Houses are a common building type elsewhere
in the town, and in other parts of Cornwall. Where roads follow
the contour of sloping ground, double fronted houses minimise the
amount of earth movement. They have a wide and shallow plan.
Double fronted houses are 2-2.5 storeys high and may be detached,
semi-detached, or appear in short terraces. They may be high style
in terms of architectural character, or more vernacular depending
upon their location and the type of street that they are located on.
The overall emphasis on most elevations will be vertical. Double
fronted houses may have one or more bay windows.
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Two Bay Houses
Two bay houses are another common Cornish type. They often
occur in short terraces in more densely populated areas and are
a more appropriate type when the road slopes, enabling as many
front doors as possible to have a level threshold. Historically 2 bay
houses were often either very small flat backed cottages, or small
L-shaped town houses with a projecting rear wing. 2 bay houses
are smaller than villas and predominately are likely to be two storey
and occasionally 2.5 storeys and relatively simple in terms of their
architectural character. Occasionally they may be 2.5 or even three
storeys high in key locations, for example along an important street.
In such situations they will term to be more high style in terms of
their character. Two bay houses may have bay windows.
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Cottages
Cottages are small houses and will generally occur on tertiary
streets and green lanes. They will be 1-2 storeys high and simply
detailed and, in most locations, will have their eaves resting directly
on the window head, this will give them a more subdued vernacular
architectural character appropriate to their setting. Cottages may be
two bay or double fronted, or have a less formal fenestration pattern.
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Commerical, Mixed Use and Apartment Buildings
Commercial, Mixed Use and Large Apartment Buildings will generally
occur on main roads. They will usually have a higher ground floor
ceiling height compatible with the non residential use and for those
which are dwellings now, this additional ceiling height leaves open
the possibility that they could be converted to a commercial use in
due course if needs change. This higher ground floor ceiling height
given these big buildings appropriate prominence in their setting
whilst reinforcing too the relative importance of their urban setting.
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These buildings will usually be two to four storeys high and may
be Art Deco, more vernacular, or more formal in character, taking
appropriate inspiration from the Newquay Pattern Book. In most
cases they will have a significant eaves detail to create a strong
shadow at the top of the walls.
Commercial buildings along urban streets must use materials and
details found elsewhere in Nansledan to articulate the residential
buildings to help ensure that they are good neighbours and together
define streets with a consistent character. Away from streets, a few
commercial buildings, most of whilst will be located at Hendra, may
be more utilitarian in character with profiled metal or standing seam
roofs they should still have rendered or timber clad walls along
similar lines to those shown on this page.
A vertical emphasis should generally be maintained on all public
realm elevations.
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Local Identity
The buildings on the development at Nansledan should reflect local
character, drawing inspiration from the best local traditions in terms
of materials, details, proportions, scale and colour, and respecting
their neighbours to create an appropriate and coherent hierarchy that
resonates with their position within the urban fabric. For example,
buildings on key urban spaces, primary and secondary streets will tend
to be grander in terms of their architectural ambition, relatively large in
scale. and with more elaborate details. Whereas buildings on tertiary
streets and green lanes will be lower scale, more restrained in terms of
architectural ambition and with a simple palette of materials.
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The selection of materials shall be guided by sustainable principles and
where possible preference will be given to locally produced natural
materials. In instances where materials are not available within the
county the hierarchy of sourcing should be:
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1 Cornwall
2 South West UK
3 UK
4 Europe
Walls
The palette will be limited to materials that are traditional to Cornwall
and include; rough course rubble, sawn stone, slate hanging, lime render
and render, buff handmade or stock facing brick, painted brickwork.
Chimneys to stone and rendered buildings may be of red or buff brick.
Weatherboard may be used in parking courts and mews streets, as well
as on outbuildings.
Normally no more than two materials will be used in any detached
dwelling or terrace. When two materials are used, changes in material
will be horizontal or vertically on a change of plane. When two materials
are divided horizontally, the lighter material will be above (i.e. render
over brick or stone.)
Render should be roughcast or wood floated to avoid too hard and
exact a finish. Colours to render should be off-white or natural pigments
which can be found elsewhere in the locality. Plaster beads are not to
be used.
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Roofs
Cornish roofs are characterised by a limited palette of materials,
simple forms and details. These are essential features of the
townscape of Nansledan. The palette will be limited to natural
slate from British quarries. Graded random width Cornish slate
should be used primarily on smaller houses and cottages to reflect
their vernacular character. Smaller Cornish slate may also be used
on hung slate walls. Larger ungraded Cornish, grey Welsh or grey
Cumbrian slate may be used on larger houses, mixed use and
commercial buildings. Reconstituted or cement fibre slates are not
permitted. Corrugated sheet may be permitted on outbuildings. Clay
plain roof tiles are not characteristic of the vernacular architecture
of the area and generally only occur on buildings from the early
twentieth century onwards, their use should therefore be limited
to buildings that reflect a similar character elsewhere in the town.
Concrete plain tiles are not permitted. Interlocking clay pantiles
may be used occasionally on large buildings where their character
is appropriate to the overall scale of the building.
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Roof top solar collectors, such as solar thermal panels or
photovoltaic cells must be positioned so as not to be seen from the
public realm, except very occasionally where it may be appropriate
to be designed as a visual statement on public buildings, or where
solar slates or less intrusive ‘in-roof’ solar panel systems reduce the
visual impact on the traditional roofscape. In such circumstances
they must form an integral part of the design.
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Building Design
General
Building design should relate in material, detail and form to the simple
traditional buildings of the vernacular architecture of Newquay and the
surrounding small towns and villages of Cornwall. Traditional materials
will be used on the exterior of the building to maintain visual consistency.
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The architectural form, detail and materials shall reflect the status and
relative position of the building within the urban fabric.
The buildings together should convey an impression of unity alleviated
by minor variety of detail, materials and grouping.
Visual impact or special or elaborate detail should be limited to buildings
in important positions or the largest buildings.
Variety should not be gratuitous or regular. Groups of identical buildings
can be placed alongside individual buildings. Alternating detail should
generally be avoided.
The design of buildings in important positions should be considered in
relation to the function of their visual prominence. A single enhanced
detail or a particular building form may be the only additional features
necessary to create the required effect.
House sizes should be mixed in all parts of the scheme. This mix should
not be regular or random and small groups of similar houses should be
created.
Building Plots
Houses should have identifiable and functional entrances on their front
elevations facing streets. Where houses bound onto two streets they
will front and usually will have pedestrian access onto the major street.
Where houses bound directly onto green spaces, the house will usually
front onto the green space.
Where houses have front gardens, the front and rear gardens must
be identifiable as such and the rear garden should afford a degree of
privacy. Front gardens will be smaller than rear gardens.
Where a detached garage access is from the front of house, the garage
door will be more than 2 metres back from the principal front wall of
the house.
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Building Groups
Building groups should be the principal visual elements in the scheme
and, with the exception of large or prominent buildings; individual
buildings should be visually subservient to the building group.
There should be a mixture of types of building groups distributed over
the development. This mixture should give variety and interest to the
street and public areas without the monotony of contrived and regular
variety.
There should be terraces both of a unified design and of a type
constituted of varied house types. Unified terraces should be designed
as one composition sometimes with special consideration given to
end of terrace houses and centre houses.
Garages and outbuildings should be considered as part of a building
group where they are visible. They can, where appropriate, provide a
prominent feature in a building group or be employed to control or
narrow space. Garages can be integral with the house but should not
be within the main structure. In the majority of buildings they should
be separated from the house.
The design of building groups should include high walls, trees, major
landscape elements or other features that have a significant visual or
functional role in the group.
Roof Form
Form to be simple and symmetrical, gabled or hipped.
Roof pitches will vary according to the type of roof covering and
will generally range between 30 up to 55 degrees.
All subservient roofs must be of equal or lower pitch than the main
roof.
Generally, flat roofs should be avoided, except for small areas of
flat roof where lead cladding will be acceptable, as well as for
valleys and other areas on complex roofs.
Gables must be of simple design. The occasional use of pediment
end or façade gables is appropriate on prominent buildings and
some houses with 4 or more bedrooms.
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Hips roofs will be limited to individual buildings, and generally to
not more than two consecutive properties, or the ends of terraces.
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Building Detail
Roof Details
Eaves
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Eaves at Nansledan generally must be simple in design and not
overly decorative unless merited by the design of the building on
a main street in a prominent position. Decorative eaves, cornice,
open rafter or bracketed eaves will only be permitted on the larger,
more prominent buildings to primary and secondary streets. Boxed
facias and soffits will not be permitted.
Where buildings have decorative eaves, and where the gutter forms
an integral part of that detail, the gutter should be ogee in profile
and colour matched, together with the downpipe and all associated
fittings, to the colour of the decorative eaves detail so that it reads
visually as an integrated design.
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Roof Details
Verges
Verges generally will be simple with the wall finish taken up to
the underside of the roof covering. Slates or tiles should project
between 30-50 mm. Slate verges may be used where appropriate.
Barge boards may only be used on prominent gables where they
are appropriate to the style of the building. They will have simple
mouldings, or occasionally may have fretwork or decorative
mouldings.
Ridges
Ridges shall be finished with either angled, half round or hogback
clay ridge tiles. Where used with slate roofing these shall be black
or terracotta. Where used with clay tiles they should be the same
colour as the main roof.
Hips
Hips will generally be finished with clay tiles of similar colour and
profile as the ridge. Mitred hips and lead roll hips will be permitted
on slate roofs.
Valleys
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To slate roof valleys will be constructed of lead. To clay tile roofs
valleys may be constructed of either lead or clay valley tiles.
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Roof Details
Chimneys
Chimneys are an integral component of traditional Cornish buildings.
Generally, chimneys should be of brick or stone, complementing
the façade finish. Rendered chimneys are discouraged due to
the ongoing maintenance required, however may be acceptable
in limited quantities where the chimney is flush with and forms
a continuation of the buildings side elevation. Chimneys shall be
finished with a corbelled detail at the top and a traditional slate or
terracotta pot. The size of chimneys should be proportionate with
the size of the house. Smaller houses should generally have short
and squat chimneys with a simple corbel and pot. On grander and
larger homes, chimneys should rise generously above the roof and
be approximately twice as deep as they are wide. Chimneys on
smaller houses should be smaller in scale, less elaborate in detail
and use smaller pots. Bigger buildings should have bigger and more
elaborate chimneys and, if there is a pot, it should be larger and in
keeping with the overall design.
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Chimneys should usually be placed on the gable-end of buildings
unless a terrace where it should be located on the party wall.
Baffles should be provided to close off the air flow when the
chimney is not in use, to control ventilation and heat loss.
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Chimney stacks may be used to disguise a ventilation system within.
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Building Design
Doors
Doors must reflect the character of the building to which they
relate. Doors will be timber and may be part glazed. They should
be of traditional construction.
There will be no fanlights set in doors but fanlights may be set over
the main door frame.
Porches or doorcases may be the only decoration on buildings.
The quality of their detail is important.
Porches or doorcases must reflect the character of the building
to which they relate. On smaller buildings door surrounds, where
used, should be simple. On larger and more prominent buildings
simple bracketed porches, porticos or door surrounds shall be
used. Porches, porticos and door surrounds are usually classical.
Classical details must be literate, guidance may be found in the
Pattern Book, see Appendix 2.
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All large or public buildings should have prominent entrances
visible from the street or relevant public space with the route to
the entrance visible and obvious. Where there are long or partial
views of such buildings the entrance should remain obvious, visible
and prominent.
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Porches and Doorcases
Porches or doorcases may be the only decoration on buildings.
The quality of their detail is important.
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Porches or doorcases must reflect the character of the building
to which they relate. On smaller buildings door surrounds, where
used, should be simple. On larger and more prominent buildings
simple bracketed porches, porticos or door surrounds shall be
used. Porches, porticos and door surrounds are usually classical.
Correctness of detail is important.
All large or public buildings should have prominent entrances
visible from the street or relevant public space with the route to
the entrance visible and obvious. Where there are long or partial
views of such buildings the entrance should remain obvious, visible
and prominent.
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Building Design
Windows
Windows will generally be made of timber. Metal windows may be
acceptable on commercial buildings.
Windows must reflect the overall scale, proportions and design of
the building. Windows will generally be side hung casement type.
Grander buildings may use sliding timber sash windows. Windows
generally should be square or taller than they are wide, unless the
character of the architecture – for example Art Deco – dictates
they should be more horizontal.
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Windows will be square or the vertical dimension will be greater
than the horizontal dimension. Horizontal assemblies of vertical
windows are acceptable to a maximum width of 1.8 metres.
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Bay Windows
Bay windows should be usable, habitable spaces.
Single storey bay windows are acceptable on small houses.
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Oriel windows may be used on prominent buildings or exposed
gable ends. Oriel windows with a window frame taller than
750mm will be no wider than 900mm.

Dormer Windows
Dormer windows are a common feature on many buildings across
Newquay. They should be carefully designed and built to suit the
roof they sit within and the materials used. They must be of a size
and scale that they do not dominate the form of the roof.
Dormer windows with window frames taller than 600mm will be
vertical in format. Dormer windows individually or collectively will
occupy no more than 40% of the total horizontal dimension of any
roof plane.
Dormers must be built of timber and can be clad in lead, slate or
render. The cheeks may incorporate window panes. The roofing
material must either replicate the material of the main roof or
occasionally lead.
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Bird, Bat, Bee and Other Habitats
Bird, bat and bee habitat shall be incorporated into the outer
structure of buildings throughout Nansledan as a component of the
Ecology Strategy for Nansledan.
Bird and bat nesting boxes are to be located in or just below the
eaves. They are designed to encourage roosting for bats, swifts,
house sparrows and swallows.
Bee bricks are to be incorporated into brick and render houses.
These are designed to encourage solitary bees, such as the red
mason and leaf cutter, which are non-aggressive species. In return
for habitat they reward us with pollination of our trees and plants.
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Gardens need to incorporate 150mm x 150mm gaps at wall/
fence bases to ensure hedgehogs can move through the site post
development.
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Ancillary Elements
Front elevations shall be designed to ensure that they are free from
ancillary service features.
Meter boxes shall be located to the side, rear or internally. Flues and
vents will not be permitted on front elevations except for clay vents
or clast iron grilles serving extract fans for lavatories or bathrooms
where they can’t be ducted to a less prominent elevation tor to the
roof. All roof vents should be off any elevations facing the public
realm and should be installed as low as possible to minimise their
visual intrusion. Similarly, boiler flues are not permitted on any
elevation facing the public realm. Surface pipework, other than
rainwater goods will not be permitted on public realm elevations.
The scheme is to be designed to have the benefit of fibre optic
broadband, as well as a central satellite system, so that no television
aerials or satellite dishes will be necessary.
Solar PV or Solar thermal technology may be incorporated on rear
elevations or on outbuildings away from the public realm subject to
more detailed guidance provided from time to time by the Duchy
of Cornwall.

Pilasters may be used as side framing for the shop front and to
give a visual support for the fascia. Pilasters should usually be
positioned 100mm inside the boundary of the property, allowing
space for rainwater pipes and maintenance.
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Signage and advertising must be both well designed and discreet.
Fascia above shop front windows will preferably be painted.
Hanging signs must not project more than 900mm from the wall,
with the top edge not normally exceeding more than 3.3m.
Shop awnings, where provided, will be constructed of canvas on a
retractable frame with a blind box fitted as part of the shop front
design.
Signage and advertising must be both well designed and discreet.
Fascia above shop front windows will preferably be painted.
Hanging signs must not project more than 750mm from the wall,
with the top edge not normally exceeding more than 3.3m.
Shop awnings, where provided, will be constructed of canvas on
a retractable frame with a blind box fitted as part of the shop
front design.

Expansion joints shall be designed so as not to be visible on any
elevation facing the public realm. Where necessary, they may be
masked by downpipes.
Shop fronts
Shop fronts will be of high quality joinery or metal with careful
attention to detail.
The display window will be integrated with the door and fascia
with a single construction and painted in classic dark tones or
occasionally pastel colours may be accepted.
Fascia panels should generally not fill the whole length of the
building. Space should be left between the ends of the fascia and
the building. The Fascia should not generally be deeper than about
400mm and kept below the upper floor window.
Windows down to the pavement will not be acceptable. A stallriser
of between 400mm and 600 mm should generally be provided
beneath the window sill. The stallriser should usually align with
plinths of the pilasters on either side of the window.
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Colour
Historically, many Cornish buildings were finished externally
with lime render. This in turn required the regular application of
lime-wash to replenish the sacrificial lime washed away by retted
wetting/drying out cycle of Cornish weather. Whilst limewash can
be left its natural white or off-white colour, the inclusion of natural
pigments such as ferrous oxide, are used to create a variety of
attractive colours, ranging from warm pinks, ochres and creams to
a variety of blues and greens, This tradition of colouring buildings
continues to thrive in Cornwall where relatively high incidence of
sunshine can bring these strong colours to life with great effect.
In keeping with this established regional tradition, the use of colour
is encouraged on render and painted brick buildings at Nansledan.
The colours are varied but emphasis schemes of white, cream or
pastel colours. Render generally should be painted and approval
will be required from the Duchy of Cornwall for any through
coloured renders proposed.
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